
 
 

MO NI T O R  NA TION A L  MA RI N E SA NC T U A RY 
Sanctuary Advisory Council Meeting – Virtual/Conference Call 

 
MEETING MINUTES – FINAL  

 
Monday, May 23, 2022 

1:00 pm to 2:30 pm  
Meeting Location: N/A (Virtual – Google Meets) 

Conference call in: 720-457-6301 (PIN: 396 996 836 #) 
 

 
 
Meeting Objectives: (1) Review of 2013 MNMS Management Plan and the Education and 
Outreach Objectives and SAC Engagement, (2) Sanctuary Updates and Projects, (3) Transitions, 
and (4) One Thing 
 
 
Attendance: (see attached attendance roster)  
 9 community seats and 1 alternate present (of 13 filled seats (not including alternate))  
    4 government seats present (of 8 filled seats (not including alternates)) 
     6 sanctuary and ONMS staff members present 
      

 
Meeting Notes 

 
Administrative Business and Announcements 
 
⋆ Chair’s Welcome  
 

Joe Poe welcomed everyone to the meeting and introduced two new members, 
Commissioners Charles “Bucky” Oliver and Bob Terwilliger. They are taking over for Rhett 
Newton representing the Town of Beaufort, North Carolina. He noted that Shannon Ricles is 
now the SAC Coordinator for the council and Will Sassorossi will act as Research 
Coordinator.  
 

⋆ Council Comment 
 
Joe Poe sought comment from the council for any remarks or questions. Kamau introduced a 
STEAM-based program called Curious Minds Dive 
(https://www.curiousmindsdivefoundation.org/)  
 

⋆ Approval of Draft Minutes from previous meeting (02/22/2022) 
 

Shannon Ricles asked council members if there were any revisions or edits to the draft of the 
minutes from the February 22 (2022) meeting. Hearing none, a motion to accept the minutes 

https://www.curiousmindsdivefoundation.org/
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was requested. Tom Kies motioned to approved, seconded by K.P. Scott. All were in favor of 
the motion and the minutes were accepted. 

 
Sanctuary Updates 
 
⋆ MNMS Management Plan Review 

 
Shannon Ricles, Education and Outreach Coordinator, gave an overview of the goals, 
objectives, and strategies for the Education and Outreach Action Plan. She detailed how 
these goals were met in the past, but indicated that there is lots of opportunity for expanding 
MNMS’s efforts in reaching students, teachers, and the community.  

 
Strategy ED-1: Increase awareness and knowledge of the sanctuary by developing education 
and outreach materials for a broader audience. 
 

Activity 1.1: Develop educational curriculum and materials for students and educators 
based on needs assessments and evaluation. 
Activity 1.2: Develop outreach materials for a wide variety of users. 

        
There is a plethora of materials that have been created over the years to tell Monitor’s 
story, including brochures, bookmarks, posters, models, and much more. There are also 
four curriculum guides for educators covering the Monitor, World War I, World War II, 
and maritime archaeology. In addition, there are many single activities and some include 
water quality and climate education. We are always looking to develop new products and 
Shannon encouraged the SAC to send her any ideas they might have.  

 
     Strategy ED-2: Increase awareness and knowledge of the sanctuary through education and     
     outreach programs. 

 
Activity 2.1: Expand educational offerings for elementary, secondary, and higher 
education teachers and students. 
Activity 2.2: Bring Monitor National Marine Sanctuary content to a national audience 
through distance learning. 
Activity 2.3: Utilize remotely operated vehicles (ROV) and research technology in 
sanctuary education. 
 
Shannon identified several programs that MNMS had partnered on with schools, school 
districts, and universities. She gave an overview of the four North Carolina Ocean 
Guardian Schools (Cape Hatteras Secondary, Bogue Sound Elementary, Wiley Magnet 
School, and Brunson Elementary). She showcased the Submerged NC webinar series, and 
an ROV program for students and teachers (workshops). 
 

    Strategy ED-3: Enhance sanctuary communications and community presence to create 
    greater awareness 

Activity 3.1: Work with partners to support a marketing plan to promote the sanctuary. 
Activity 3.2: Enhance the MNMS web site to provide quality, up-to-date information 
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about the sanctuary, including implementing Web 2.0 components (social networking, 
wikis, blogs, etc.) to encourage collaboration and interaction with the public. 
Activity 3.3: Sponsor, organize, and participate in outreach opportunities that promote 
the sanctuary’s mission and that allow for dissemination of sanctuary information. 
Activity 3.4: Begin development of the Monitor Trail using appropriate technology. 
Activity 3.5: Explore feasibility of conducting an assessment of the socio-economic 
impact of the sanctuary. 
 
Shannon discussed how working with partners, such as The Mariners’ Museum and Park, 
the Graveyard of the Atlantic Museum, NC Aquariums, the National Park Service, and 
others, helps to market and promote the USS Monitor and the waters that surround it. 
Shannon also mentioned that the website has been updated and that there are a lot of new 
features. She gave an overview of the Monitor Trail, which currently consists of 11 trail 
signs located from New York to Beaufort, North Carolina, and the Outer Banks Maritime 
Heritage Trail videos and oral histories.  
 

    Strategy ED-4: Maximize the impact and effectiveness of education and outreach 
    efforts. 

Activity 4.1: Create a standing working group of education experts from the sanctuary 
advisory council, schools, and other constituents to advise on sanctuary education and 
outreach programs. 
Activity 4.2: Continue to seek ongoing input, foster youth leadership, and encourage 
youth participation in sanctuary education and outreach programs through a youth seat 
on the advisory council and a “youth working group,” a volunteer group comprised of 
middle and high school students. 
Activity 4.3: Develop and implement an ongoing system to evaluate and improve 
education and outreach programs. 
 
Shannon discussed the need for an education working group and talked about the 
previous working group and how it benefited the sanctuary. She encouraged those on the 
SAC that might be interested in joining the working group, to let her know. She also 
talked about the former Youth Working Group and how important it is to have the voices 
of youth on the council.  
 
Shannon reiterated that although MNMS has a lot of educational materials and programs, 
and have done lots of outreach events, we are always looking for new ways to reach 
students, teachers, and the public and she welcomes the SAC’s input.  
 
Kamau Sadiki commented that he works with a group called Curious Minds Dive and 
they work with students on STEAM activities and thought there might be a way to 
collaborate with them.  
 
Joe Poe commented that Shannon has transitioned to SAC for coordinator and thanked 
Will Sassorossi for his time and efforts as the former SAC coordinator. He said that Will 
has moved over to the research side. 
 

https://www.curiousmindsdivefoundation.org/
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⋆ Valor in the Atlantic Expedition 

 
Mark Losavio, Media and Outreach Coordinator, gave an update on the telepresence 
expedition and encouraged everyone to tune in. He said that with the 160th anniversary of the 
USS Monitor and the 50th anniversary of the sancuary system, the expedition provided the 
perfect platform to honor and recognize these anniversaries. He gave an overview of the 
expedition thus far and the ships visited: 

• Monitor – two days, one with great visibility, lots of data collected along with video 
and images that he will share. He explained that the boxfish camera is capturing 360° 
video that will be used to create a virtual reality video.  

• E.M. Clark – two days; beautiful wreck site; great visibility with lots of lionfish, 
sharks.  

• Malchase – wasn’t a planned visit, but currents were not as strong so they got some 
great data on the wreck site. 

• Bluefields – lots of fish inhabiting the wreck site 
• U-576 – Interestingly not as much fish or marine life on it, although it is only about 

200 meters away from the Bluefields. 
 
Mark also said that they would be doing night dives on the Monitor and to tune in that 
afternoon. He also said to follow the expedition on Facebook and Twitter and asked everyone 
to like and share posts.  
 
Joe Poe said that he has been glued to the expedition over the last week and is looking 
forward to seeing the data. 
 
Blair Atchison sitting in for Bob Neyland (U.S. Navy), said that she would be interested in 
seeing the data on the Navy site. And asked how to get that data. Will Sassorossi said that she 
could contact either himself or Tane Casserley. 
 
Joe Poe asked what the timeline was on creating the 360 videos. Mark said that they hope to 
have them ready by August for the 20th anniversary of the raising of the turret.  
 
Sammy thanked Mark for his excellent presentation and thanked Shannon as well. Sammy 
told the SAC that they are the gateway to the local community and often it is through 
education and outreach. He encouraged them to think of how we can use what we have 
available and to think of new ideas as well.  
  

⋆ Virtual Experiences at Mallows Bay 
 
Sammy shared that Mallows Bay and Monitor are now under one umbrella for management, 
and he is the superintendent for both sites. He said that this new management style opens a 
host of opportunities to share our common interests and to participate in a variety of mutual 
opportunities for outreach and education to tell the sanctuaries’ stories.  

https://www.facebook.com/MonitorNMS
https://twitter.com/monitornms
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Mark introduced Terrain 360, a very cool community engagement tool that could be used at 
MNMS as well as MPNMS. Sammy and Mark then proceeded to demo the new website and 
virtual paddle tour.  
 
Sammy explained that it is just like Google Street View, but the cameras are actually on a 
boat and a drone. As Mark walked everyone through a few of the shipwreck sites, Sammy 
said that this is a dynamic tool that is constantly changing and growing with new things 
added. He said that it can change with the seasons, tides, and with different community 
groups weighing in. He said that different tours can be built out for ecology, watermen, 
cultural heritage, and many more. He envisions it as being a “pick your tour” site.  
 
Currently, Mallows does not have any internet access, but it may be coming in about a year. 
When it does, an app will be available so the tours can be accessed in real-time. There is also 
a dream list to go from virtual reality to augmented reality, so you can see what the area 
looked like before. Sammy asked that everyone please share. 
 
Sammy told the SAC that he would like to do something similar with the Monitor and all of 
our partners. He said that it can be used as tool to “sell” the Monitor, and if we go back to 
expansion, this is how we amplify the Monitor to the nation, thus connecting to our current 
and future management plan.  
 
Discussion was held.  

• Will Hoffman noted that MNMS and the museum have created several Sketchfab 
models that could be integrated into a Monitor tour. Sammy said he really liked that 
idea.  

• Joe Poe said that representatives of the counties and towns along the coast could use 
it for tourism. He suggested adding out takes and to include other wrecks other than 
Monitor. He said that it can be a great tool to use for community outreach. Sammy 
said that Charles County and the state of Maryland are wild about these two products 
to drive people to these places within their communities. Joe Poe asked if it would be 
available to museums and Sammy said yes.  

• Andre Nabors asked how Maryland and Charles County were using this to drive 
traffic, drive visitation. He wanted to know if there was a way they are marketing it 
because he could see the Crystal Coast and Visit North Carolina wanting to use it too. 
He also wanted to know how to use the virtual platform.  

• Bucky Oliver added that he could think of 10 places in Beaufort that he would like to 
put a portal, such as hotels, but wasn’t sure of the hardware needed. 

• Sammy said that the Terrain 360 website was hot off the press, and it should be 
released some time this week. Charles County is promoting it at MACCO to 
encourage tourism. It is being folded into a broader campaign. Sammy said that it 
could be used at multiple venues and that is where the innovation is at.  

• Bucky asked what mechanism is needed. Sammy explained that you just need a big 
screen TV with internet access or you can download it from YouTube directly to VR 
goggles making it a 4-minute immersion video.  

• Joe Poe said that he could see having stations, buying goggles and it becoming a 
museum on the move. Bucky agreed and said that he just needed to do it.  
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⋆ Just One Thing 
 

Joe Poe explained that as a group, everyone was to say ‘just one thing’ that they wanted to 
do/accomplish or learn as a SAC member. 

 
• Andrea – Learn more about new programs and to enhance tourism visitation by dive 

groups and education groups in order to get them to travel to the area. 
• Bucky – Try to set up four oculus systems in hot spots and data points using software 

fields to drive them there. 
• Joe – With the next several meetings, the SAC needs to better identify what it wants to 

do. 
• Kamau – To know more about the participation and visitation of youth at Mallows and 

Monitor and to educate dive groups during the summer. 
• KP – Hatteras/Dare Counties are anxious about expansion as they are large fishing and 

diving communities. Need to determine how best to communicate to the community 
about any future expansion to build trust and to show benefits. Second, there are many 
videos and films of diving that are available for educational purposes if NOAA/MNMS 
would like to use them to learn/teach how fishermen use the wrecks in the 
charter/headboat business.  

• Matt (Coast Guard) – Would like to learn how they can help protect the site and enforce 
any regulations. With limited assets, they provide a presence, but they are unable to be 
out there all the time. Therefore, any reports of violations would be helpful so as to 
inform the patrols.  

• Sal – Take key people to historical sites to develop staff rides, similar to how the US 
Army uses battlefields to teach military and societal history. 

• Stephanie – Build a bridge between students, NOAA and Monitor to be more engaged. 
How to develop partnerships and how to become more involved.  

• Tom – Fascinated with live feeds and education programs and how they tie to schools, 
aquariums and museums. 

• Tina – In support of looking forward to seeing the new technology at Mallows Bay and 
how it will apply to virtual experiences at Monitor. 

• Will – Get people to TMM&P to get a different perspective of the Monitor collection. 
 

Sammy Orlando asked what are the best times for virtual meetings. He explained that many 
sites hold their SAC meetings in the evening, usually from 6-7:30pm, to make it easier for 
people to attend. He asked if evening meeting would work better for everyone. Discussion 
was held but no consensus was determined. Sammy asked Shannon to send out a survey in an 
email to the group, to have everyone weigh in on days of the week and times. Sammy also 
asked everyone to consider what our meetings should look like. Should they be full day or 
overnight?  
 

Advisory Council Member Comments and Announcements 
  

• Sal said that there was an upcoming Ocean Society conference.  
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• Mark explained that we have been working on an exhibit trailer that will travel to 
outreach events. 

• Sammy suggested getting the group together at The Mariners’ Museum and Park for a 
tour of the Monitor Center and a behind-the-scenes look at conservation. 

  
Public Comment Period 
 

None. 
 
Meeting Adjourned 
 

Joe Poe made the motion to adjourn and K.P. Scott, III, seconded the motion. All were in 
favor of adjourning. 
 

 
 

Meeting Close-Out 
Actions to Take: 
  
 Complete the forthcoming survey for best dates, times, and places for SAC meetings. 
 Set date(s) for next SAC meeting. 
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Attendance Roster:  
Community Members   
Jim Tobin Citizen-at-Large Present 
Kim Kenyon Conservation Absent  
Tom Kies Economic Development Present 
Salvatore Mercogliano Education Present 
Andre Nabors Heritage Tourism  Present 
Nathan Richards Maritime Archaeological Research  Absent 
K.P. Scott, III Recreational/Commercial Fishing Present 
Rom Whitaker Recreational/Commercial Fishing Absent 
Joe Poe Recreational Diving Present 
Kamau Sadiki Recreational Diving Present 
Debby Boyce Ocean Sports Absent 
Will Hoffman The Mariners’ Museum Present 
Tina Gutshall The Mariners’ Museum (Alt) Present 
Stephanie Sterling Student Seat (Non-Voting) Present 
Government Members   
Dave Hallac NPS (Primary)  Absent 
OPEN NPS (Alternate)  --------- 
Chris Southerly NC DCR (Primary)  Absent 
OPEN NC DCR (Alternate)  --------- 
Jason Peters NC Dept. Environmental Quality Present 
Steve Poland NC Dept. Environmental Quality (Alt) Absent 
Charles “Bucky” Oliver NC Local Gov’t – Town of Beaufort Present 
Bob Terwilliger NC Local Gov’t – Town of Beaufort (Alt) Absent 
Bobby Outten  NC Local Gov’t – Dare County  Absent 
Drew Pearson  NC Local Gov’t – Dare county (Alt)  Absent 
LCDR Matthew Kahley US Coast Guard  Present 
Kate Moore US Coast Guard (Alt)  Absent 
Blair Atchison for Robert 
Neyland  

US Navy  Present 

Alexis Catsambis  US Navy (Alt)  Absent 
Brendan Burke  VA DHR   Absent 
Samantha Henderson VA DHR (Alt) Absent 
Sanctuary Staff   
Paul “Sammy” Orlando  Superintendent Present 
Tane Casserley Research/Resource/Permit Coordinator Absent 
Will Sassorossi Research Coordinator Present 
David Dodsworth IT Coordinator Present 
Shannon Ricles Education/Outreach/SAC Coordinator Present 
Mark Losavio Media/Outreach Coordinator Present 
Megan Ossmann Science/Research/Interpretation Specialist Present 
Guests/ Public/Other   
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